1. End November 2020 when picking up a “loved one” 2019 he saw a giant
inflatable mortuary at Northampton hospital. He was told there was something
terrible coming. 1.56 to 2.30
2. Beginning of 2020 was contacted by local BBC to do an interview. The
interview was scripted by the BBC. They insisted that he wear full PPE
although he has never worn it. 3.25 to 5.04
3. Early 2020 funeral directors were panicking but there was no increase in
death rate. 5.11 to 5.36
4. Other funeral directors were putting bodies in zip up body bags. He
continued to wash and dress “loved ones” and allowed viewings. He took no
special precautions. He wore an apron as usual. His wife works with him as well
as an embalmer of 55 who is a heart attack survivor. They continued to work as
usual and are all healthy.
5. The process was streamlined. No doctors or police present at time of death.
If these bodies were covid infected, why was neither he, his wife or the
embalmer infected?
6. Brief spike of deaths in March and April 2020. It lasted 3 weeks. All the
deaths were elderly who had been moved from hospitals to care homes on the
order of Matt Hancock, health secretary. The deaths were all labeled as covid
deaths. He was called out every night for 3 weeks to pick up bodies from care
homes. He now knows that at the time there was a 1,000 % increase in
midazolam sedative purchased. (See articles in Daily Mail:
Doctors admit to practising 'slow euthanasia' on terminally-ill patients
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1223616/Doctors-admit-practisingslow-euthanasia-terminally-ill-patients.html
Did care homes use powerful sedatives to speed Covid deaths? Number of
prescriptions for the drug midazolam doubled during height of the pandemic
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8514081/Number-prescriptions-drugmidazolam-doubled-height-pandemic.html
7. To be called out to care homes every night for 3 weeks is as likely as winning
the lottery 3 times in 3 weeks. All labeled covid. Never saw a doctor in
attendance. Midazolam sedative is usually used with ventilators. Never saw a
covid test or a ventilator. He was looking for vials and found them in bins and
on bedside tables.

8. He was contacted by phone by a man who said he was tasked with collating
all the deaths from funeral directors in the area. The guy would always steer
him to label the deaths as covid.
9. John says people were brought into care homes and euthanized to get the
numbers up and claim there is a wave.
10. Death collating guy admits there are no covid deaths. He said he would no
longer be calling after vaccinations started. 14.08 to 14.35
11. Death rate less in 2020 than for 2019. (I think he is talking anecdotally here
about deaths he was called out to and not including the care home deaths.
“….In 2020, there were 607,922 deaths registered in England and Wales; an
increase of 14.5% compared with 2019 (530,841 deaths)….
….The leading cause of death in England and Wales in 2020 was the coronavirus
(COVID-19), with 73,766 deaths (12.1% of all deaths); the second most common
cause of death was dementia and Alzheimer’s disease, accounting for 11.5% of all
deaths registered in 2020 (compared with 12.5% in 2019, when dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease was the leading cause of death)….”
UK Office of national statistics
If John’s account is right the increase could be accounted for by a) the elderly
being decanted out of hospitals and bumped off with midazolam in care homes
and b) by sick people not getting proper care. Cancer patients only being seen
when they are stage 4 for example. (I have hearing loss and have needed to go to
my local hospital for hearing aid batteries twice. On both occasions the place,
normally full of patients waiting in reception was absolutely deserted. Not one
patient!) 12% of deaths are labeled as covid deaths but again, if John is correct
these are mainly (all?) deaths from other causes that are being mislabeled as
covid. c) Clot related vaccine injury deaths.
12. Predicts that death rate would soar once vaccinations started and was
proved right! 15.32 to 15.39
13. On 6th January vaccinations started and the death rate sky rocketed. This
was called the “covid 2nd wave” by the mainstream media. The deaths were a
mixture of all ages and all locations: care homes/residential/hospitals.
14. Johns suspects that most of the deaths were due to vaccine injury or
overdoses of midazolam or neglect of people with cancer etc.

15. The deaths have suddenly stopped from April 21st 2021 Quietist he has ever
known. He was losing money. Other funeral directors were the same.
16. Beginning September death rate started climbing again. Now seeing people
of all ages. All vaccine recipients. Heart attack, blood clots, stroke, multiple
organ failure. 18.01 to 18.22
17. The government is creating a two tier nazi society for a pandemic which
does not exist. 19.40 to 19.54
18. In the NHS, the delta variant is widely recognized as a vaccine injury.
19. The whole thing is an elaborate lie to get you jabbed. The real death rate
was in care homes as a result of midazolam and re-labeling every normal death
as a covid death. 20.13 to 20.29
20. John asks every bereaved family “Was your loved one jabbed?” They
answer: “Yes. Double jabbed but it couldn’t be that because it was 8 weeks
ago.” John says that they don’t see the connection.
21. Now they are jabbing children. The children will get sick and die and they
will invent new variants to explain it. The they will parade bereaved parents on
mainstream TV to get a jab and protect the children. 21.26 to 21.41
22. John says he knows he will be killed for speaking the truth.
23. He has a local network of funeral directors in a 60 mile radius. No child has
died since the beginning of the scamdemic. There is no reason to put gene
therapies into children. 22.58 to 23.14
24. It’s a depopulation agenda in 2 parts: a) kill people b) sterilize or disable
children. In 10 years time we will see that they are sterile. 24.05 to 24.24
25. NHS workers know this. 25.13 to 25.29
26. Holding centres are being built everywhere globally. 26.56 to 26.59
27. “Quarantine centres” for people who won’t take the jab. You will be killed
and it will be called a covid death.
28. In the next 5 years everyone you know who took the jab will die. 28.32 to
28.39

29. He is seeing people in their 40’s and 50’s suffering heart attacks and strokes.
28.51 to 29.07
30. Pretty soon you will be dragged off to a camp. How many people in your
street will come out and stop that happening? 30.30 to 30.37
31. If you are an undertaker or work in the NHS you need to speak out now!
31.10 to 31.15
32. John has spoken to nurses who have been told by senior management to
deliver a fatal dose of midazolam to patients who are not even dying. They are
labeled “covid deaths”.
33. The PCR test is a fraud. 31.58 to 32.14
34. Now they are targetting children. Are you going to allow it?

